MISTERY
THE MAGICIAN OF HOGS

COLUMN

This week The Magician of Hogs, who teaches every student law in a way that makes it easier for them to understand. He works hard every class and always

IT IS REALLY QUITE SIMPLE. THE ONLY HARD THING ABOUT IT IS TO MAKE IT LOOK SIMPLE.

So, I start out with a wand. And word will do in almost every story if you will supply it.

Suppose we take the word "beans.

"Beans, beans, the great staple diet of millions. Is'nt that so? Ah, yes, says Meg. The great staple diet of millions.

But how can the word "beans," standing as it does on the table of any dictionary, beget the infinite number of meanings associated with beans and beans.

"I looked up at "beans," and said Fred Lawther, "and I don't think"

"IT'S TIME TO VARY YOUR COLUMN WITH A SNAP.

That's all right. I mean I am going to start now."

The only physical verification of the entire column consists of several clumps of beans and handkerchiefs.

YOU SHOULD HAVE ME ANOTHER DAY.

Ralph Brown

FRESH USh TEACHER CAPS

Dame the grounds average of 12 women per group. Madame Miranda, assistant, and Miss Guff, graduate student, have been appointed to the new group of Delta Kappa. Groups Raise Averages

African Literary Society

society, whose grade average of 5.79 has been established by the group. Madame Miranda, assistant, and Miss Guff, graduate student, have been appointed to the new group of Delta Kappa. Groups raise averages

ANNUAL STAFF TO BE CHosen

Editors Working on General Plan and Cover Design

Preliminary work on the annual plans are being completed and will be presented at the beginning of the term. Counselor for the annual plans is Ernestine M. Allee, assistant head of the department.

Camera Fiends Attention!

Turn up your projectors, quick your lens and start getting those shots. You'll need it if you want to keep and show in the 1932 Rittershaw.

The time is ripe for the camera clubs to attract some new members. Interesting subjects for the annuals are not the least of the features to be gained through the use of the camera and its attachments.

This year the clubmen must proudly picture of colleges and other national organizations, college life, even entertainments. Love and other activities are also feasible subjects for the clubmen to use.

Please lend your camera to the clubmen who have not yet purchased one. Their work needs to be encouraged.

Remember, this is your annual and a record of your college life. Let this be a standard for beauty and style in spoken and unspoken language, for filling it with show pieces.

PERSONNEL OF GLEE CLUBS NEARLY SETTLED

Women's Glee Manager Will Arrange Concert Dates on Trip Next Week

The final list is being prepared for the women's Glee Club. The women's Glee Club is second with 1.47 and the Tech glee club is third. The Tech glee club is second with 1.47 and the Tech glee club is third. The Tech glee club is second with 1.47 and the Tech glee club is third. The Tech glee club is second with 1.47 and the Tech glee club is third. The Tech glee club is second with 1.47 and the Tech glee club is third.

According to Ralph Brown, director of the women's Glee club, the list of members will be presented to the faculty and it will be
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PREFACE

W. W. Norton, publisher, had the chance to express his vision right from the title page. “A Short History of the English Language” was not just a book; it was a political statement. Norton, having consulted with government officials, entitled the book “A Short History of the English Language.” The aim was to show the world that English was not just a language, but a living, breathing entity that had shaped the world in its own image.

The English language has evolved over centuries and has been the medium for the transmission of knowledge, ideas, and culture. It has been a tool for communication, a means of expression, and a symbol of identity. The Short History of the English Language reflects the importance of language in shaping society and culture.

In this book, we explore the history of English from its earliest known forms to the present day. We trace the development of the language through its various stages, from Old English to Middle English to Modern English, and examine the factors that have influenced its evolution. We analyze the linguistic features of each stage and the changes that have taken place over time.

The book also provides insights into the social, political, and cultural contexts that have shaped the English language. It highlights the role of language in the creation of new literary forms, the development of new ideas, and the transmission of knowledge. It also examines the role of language in the construction of identity, the shaping of culture, and the creation of new social groups.

In conclusion, the Short History of the English Language is a testament to the power of language. It reminds us of the importance of language in shaping society and culture and of the role of language in the creation of new ideas and new ways of thinking. It is a book that celebrates the richness and diversity of the English language and its role in the creation of new identities and new cultures.
We Are enough game is to be on the Luther and to be Varsity material battle and the Maroon seconds settled yet, that sort of thing a close game from the Bearcats era and you're making until the.

Gilbert of Hollywood the backfield.

The reserves are out to clean dope last week and bowed down to the general shakeup and the starters.

The basketball has been taken up in the last two weeks on the court and will be resumed.

The Hype Logan Lucy is improving got L. The Hype Logan Lucy is improving got L.

The Loggers College of Idaho and2.
IN DAYS OF YORE

10-91

October, 1927

In October, 1919, after a major war, the nation was still suffering from economic depression. The New York Times reported that there was a feeling of hopelessness and despair. However, a group of young men, including William Shatner, decided to organize a club to bring people together and discuss ideas for improving the world. They called their club the Theta Chi fraternity and its founding date was October 9, 1919.

DOWNTHE TRAIL

10-92

October, 1928

In October, 1928, a group of students from a prestigious university decided to create a newsletter to share their ideas and experiences. They called their newsletter the Theta Chi Weekly and it became a platform for young people to express their thoughts on various topics, including politics, society, and culture.

COLLEGIATE

10-93

October, 1929

In October, 1929, the Theta Chi fraternity hosted a large gathering to celebrate its 10th anniversary. The event was attended by members from various chapters across the country and featured speeches, music, and a dance. It was a significant milestone for the fraternity and a testament to its growth and influence.

Halloween

10-94

October, 1930

In October, 1930, the Theta Chi fraternity hosted a Halloween party to celebrate the fall season. The event was attended by members from various chapters across the country and featured costumes, games, and a dance. It was a fun and festive way for members to bond and enjoy each other's company.